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favourable piece of ground, and he would have a clear run
on the windward side of the transverse arm of the "TV*
A cross meant that the ground was unfit to land on. The
following signal, I p3, meant, "Can repair aircraft
with spares on board—petrol required." These ground-
strip signals could be seen comfortably from a thousand feet*
The Air Mail pilots were provided with an excellent
handbook which they always carried with them. It con-
tained Dr. Ball's maps of the route, and a summary of all
that was known about it. There were also instructions
as to what it was advisable or necessary to do in almost
every conceivable circumstance. On the other hand, it
was usually the unexpected that happened, and no Mail
pilot was fit to be trusted on the route unless he possessed
that vital grain of common sense, imagination, or initia-
tive, call it what you will, for which no regulations or
advice, however admirably framed, can be an effective
substitute. And it was in this spirit that the Air Mail
handbook was written.
Among other things the handbook contained a Time
and Distance Table, to enable the pilot to calculate the
speed he was making over the ground. The distances
from landing ground to landing ground were given, and
all the pilot had to do was to take the time with his watch
and read the answer in the book in miles an hour.
If anything went seriously wrong with an engine, the
pilot would make an effort to reach the next landing
ground. If he could not do so and the aeroplane were
losing height due to the failing power of his lame engine,
he would have to make the best of it and land where he
thought he could see the least unfavourable-looking piece
of ground. Luckily over large stretches of the route the
ground is one huge aerodrome. If he had time the pilot

